
Dear diary wordblank

1. Adjective

2. Adverb

3. Noun - Plural

4. Type Of Clothing

5. Type Of Music

6. Numbers Besides One

7. Noun - Plural

8. Interjection

9. Preposition

10. Famous Person

11. Noun

12. Noun - Plural

13. Adverb

14. Noun - Plural

15. Possessive

16. Famous Person

17. Proper Noun

18. Verb - Present Ends In Ing

19. Pronoun

20. Conjunction

21. Noun - Plural

22. Noise

23. Adjective
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24. Preposition

25. Noun



Dear diary wordblank

Dear Adjective diary,

Today was Adverb day. My friends threw a Noun - Plural at me during school. After I washed it

off I went out the bathroom. people were laughing at me! It turned out I was wearing my Type of clothing

backwards. I was so embarrassed! I ran back in the bathroom. Then I put it back the right way. Then I went to

the first class which was History.

I wasn't listening so when the teacher asked me what kind of music Mozart made I said Type of music . I

had to stay for detention and do nothing. Except look at this one kid that had tons of pimples behind his neck. He

had Numbers besides one . When my detention was finally over I headed to lunch. When I went to the

cafeteria I bought fried Noun - Plural . it looked weird but I ate it anyway. As I finished lunch I got out of

the cafeteria and saw my friend with a curly pink wig on his head shouting Interjection . Then suddenly a

cop with a blue boa on his neck was shouting at him. the cop was Preposition the tricycle yelling " STOP

IN THE NAME OF Famous person  !" When they went around the corner of the lockers I went to my

locker to get my Noun for P.E. When school ended I went home and saw the craziest thing. My dog

was playing poker with a couple of Noun - Plural . When they saw me they hit me on the head with a bottle

of chocolate syrup and knocked me out. When I woke up I saw three things in front of me. A hamster, my dog,

and



a bottle of chocolate syrup.

While my head hurt so Adverb I heard the doorbell ring. I went downstairs and answered the door. It

was salesperson. The person asked me if I wanted to buy the bag of Noun - Plural . It was actually my

friend dressed as a salesperson ,weird. She was selling something to me. A bag of Possessive feet. a

cardboard cutout of Famous person . Even though I didn't want to buy the cardboard cutout, but I did

because she was my friend. Proper Noun was doing the conga while I was Verb - Present ends in ING

that my friend finally left. As I was walking upstairs I saw a pile of my homework bitten by Pronoun ,and

what I meant by that is that it's like a zoo in my house because my parents adopted so many animals from the

shelter. When I finally calmed down I went upstairs. I saw my brother talking to his goldfish saying " 

Conjunction  " to the goldfish thinking it would finish his sentence. Even though he's weird, I still like him

enough to tell him his goldfish is dead. As I try to dodge all the Noun - Plural being thrown at me from my

brother, I finally reached my bedroom. When I finished my homework I heard a Noise and went out to

the hall to check what happened. I saw my brother passed out on the hall. Adjective ,confused so I

checked in his room and saw the dog Preposition the bed. He was standing holding chocolate syrup. I

fought with with a stuffed Noun . As I cornered him out the window. I just went to my room and fell

asleep.
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